
“DHP were head & shoulders 
above the rest. They cared about 

the project just as much as we did.”
Steve, Sutton Coldfield

“We discussed our project with numerous contractors as we wanted a 
builder who could understand what we wanted and visualise what we 
were after. Paul was without a shadow of a doubt the most switched on. 

 He spent a lot of time discussing what we wanted to achieve. He then 
provided a very detailed proposal, so I knew what to expect.”

“Paul has given us something that flows between the house and the 
garden. It’s sympathetic to the house architecture providing us with 
something that had that real modern ‘wow’ factor while working with 
the original Edwardian features. 

 The ground works were very complicated and there was an 
unbelievable amount of steel work, but DHP made me feel this whole 
experience was a partnership. We learnt together, solved problems 
together and built a strong relationship.

 The whole DHP team were fantastic, I really enjoyed having them 
around. If I saw any of them in the street I’d stop for a chat. They all took 
the time to understand what I was after while really grafting. Late nights, 
weekends, nothing was ever too much, and their attention to detail was 
exemplary.”

Steve from Sutton Coldfield wanted to expand his homes’ living space 
and engaged the expertise of DHP Construction. This is his story.

THE PROJECT: STEEL FRAMED EXTENSION WITH UNDERFLOOR  
HEATING & POLISHED CONCRETE FLOOR

THE DHP APPROACH
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DHP Construction is a family run business based in Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham, with an 
expert team of highly skilled builders. With over 25 years in the trade and fully supported 
by a dedicated office team, we have the all the necessary skills required to carry out your 
renovation project, extension, new build, or landscaping projects.

We always guarantee the same high standard finish on every job, excellence is our standard.

sales@dhpconstruction.co.uk      dhpconstruction.co.uk       0121 647 3741 


